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Something  
transformational 
is happening in 

Bergen County...

A Holocaust Memorial like no other 

is emerging on the Municipal Green 

in Teaneck, New Jersey. It will serve 

as a physical memorial to those 

who perished and offer cutting-edge 

educational curriculum to enhance 

child and adult understanding about 

the Holocaust throughout the region 

and beyond. It is being constructed 

alongside a Memorial to Enslaved 

Africans, enabling these two 

historical testimonies to humanity’s 

inhumanity to come together in the 

spirit of deepening our own mutual 

respect.

With your help the Holocaust 

Memorial & Education Center 

will honor those who were killed, 

including the family members of 

our extended Jewish community 

of Northern New Jersey. It will 

simultaneously serve as an 

educational center to open the 

hearts and minds of current and 

future generations. The Memorial 

& Education Center will challenge 

everyone to wrestle with the 

unanswerable ethical and moral 

questions that the Holocaust poses.

The Northern New Jersey 
Holocaust Memorial 
& Education Center

Our vision is to engage people 

from all walks of life, from all over 

the world, with the histories being 

commemorated while presenting 

the understanding that these 

histories connect to contemporary 

issues, attitudes, and policies  

in America today—in relation to 

ongoing prejudice, stereotyping, 

and propaganda.

Bringing together on the same campus the stories of 
Enslaved Africans in America and the mass murder of 
Jews in Europe at the hand of the Nazis is an inspired 
effort to illustrate the convergences and divergences 
between these two histories, highlighting their experiences 
with prejudice, exclusion, and diaspora—but also their 
resilience, survival, and continuity.

Nowhere does a Holocaust Memorial and a Memorial to 
Enslaved Africans exist on the same complex. This will 
indeed be a historic project that will benefit the entire 
community and its surroundings.

The Holocaust Memorial will also be situated among 
a number of existing memorials, including those who 
made the ultimate sacrifice in WWII, Korea, Vietnam and 
victims of 9/11. The presence of the Holocaust Memorial 
alongside the Enslaved African Memorial and other 
memorials, will create a unique “Garden to Nurture Human 
Understanding.” It will stimulate discussions, enhance 
mutual respect through education and the stories told by 
each group, and serve as a Call to Action to embrace 
diversity and tolerance in our everyday lives.



The terrible scourge of Antisemitism is rising in the United 

States and American Jews must not remain silent. It’s time 

to make our voices heard. It’s time to confront our haters, 

without fear or apology. There is also no better time than right 

now to make certain we never lose sight of where this hatred 

leads, and that is why a project like the Northern New Jersey 

Holocaust Memorial & Education Center is so important.

RONALD 
LAUDER  

Founder,  
Antisemitism 

Accountability 
Project (ASAP) 

and president of 
the World Jewish 

Congress



Holocaust Education  
Key to Combatting 

Antisemitism and  
Holocaust Denial

Research from the Pew Research Center, Anti-Defamation League, 

and the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany 

notes the following disturbing statistics:

• There were 10,418 incidents of extremism or antisemitism in the 

United States in 2019 and 2020, which is the highest number since 

the civil rights organization began tracking reports of assault, 

vandalism, and harassment against Jews in 1979. 

• 100% rise in New Jersey to 799 incidents of bias, the most ever 

recorded in the state and the second-highest nationwide behind  

New York State. 

• 55% of American adults do not know that 6 million Jews were killed  

in the Holocaust. 

• Approximately half of U.S. millennials and Gen Zs have  

seen Holocaust denial or distortion posts on social media or 

elsewhere online.

• 93% of respondents believe all students should learn about the 

Holocaust in school.

• 80% of Americans have not visited a Holocaust museum.

In a new millennium with a dwindling number of 

survivors of the Holocaust who are able to share their 

stories, the need for a living monument of tolerance 

and testament to memory in the midst of one of the 

most diverse cities in the nation has never been more 

necessary.  I am hope filled that this new center will 

educate, ensure the credo Never Again and inspire 

each member of humanity to heighten their  

sensitivities and open their hearts more.

Rabbi David Seth Kirshner  



The Master Plan for the new memorial site was approved by Teaneck’s 
late Mayor Lizette Parker and the Township Council to be erected on 
the Municipal Green. The Holocaust Memorial itself was designed by 
renowned architect, Alan Hantman FAIA, the 10th Architect of the Capitol in 
Washington, D.C.

Visitors will walk through one of two four-foot high granite portals (north and 
south). The shape of the installation is designed with six sides representing 
the six million. At the center of the memorial will stand a ten-foot tall bronze 
sculpture to act as an inspiring and uplifting focal point with a hexagonal 
granite base measuring six feet from one side to the other and eighteen 
inches high.

Master Plan
Holocaust Memorial

The Jewish Federation of Northern New Jersey is proud to support the 

Northern New Jersey Holocaust Memorial & Education Center. Holocaust 

education is essential in this moment for this region and throughout the 

country. This memorial and its educational programming will continue our 

work, not only to Never Forget, but to help transform the horrors of the 

Holocaust into hope for future, wiser generations.

My late father Rabbi Hershel Schacter Z”L, was the first 

American Chaplain to enter Buchenwald concentration 

camp as a soldier. The most profound experience of my 

childhood was meeting survivors whose lives he saved.  

I heard their stories, I saw the numbers on their arms. It is 

essential that these stories be perpetuated and that the 

Jewish people and the world never forget what happened 

during the Holocaust. It is important and vital that this effort 

should have the support of all people who care about 

freedom and human dignity.

RABBI,  
DR. JACOB J. 
SCHACTER 
Professor of 
Jewish History & 
Jewish Thought, 
Yeshiva University



Master Plan
Holocaust Memorial

Antisemitism unfortunately is alive and only growing 

stronger. With the recent spike of anti semetic incidents, 

nationwide including cemetery desecrations, bomb 

threats to Jewish institutions, and rampant BDS on 

college campuses, we, in our community, must do our 

part in combating baseless Antisemitism and hatred. 

The establishment of a public Holocaust Memorial & 

Education Center, right here in Northern New Jersey, is 

a vital step in that direction.

PNINA 
SEPLOWITZ 

Administrator, 
Torah Academy 

of Bergen County, 
2nd Generation 

Holocaust Survivor

Surrounding the centerpiece sculpture will be benches laid out in a hexagonal 
pattern. The educational heart of the Holocaust Memorial will be a 50-foot long 
Reading Rail, which extends off the back of the benches. It will use state-of-the-
art technology, allowing a visitor to use a smartphone to see and hear first-hand 
accounts of various aspects of the Holocaust including the life stories of victims, 
survivors and their families. The multimedia experience will encourage children 
and adults alike to ask thoughtful questions, stimulate discussion and debate, 
and deepen their thinking about the Holocaust, genocide and mutual respect 
and understanding. This experience will be the first of its kind.  

On the inside of the perimeter will stand two black 
granite walls with space for up to 2,000 names, 
which community members can dedicate to a lost 
family member or friend. Using state-of-the-art 
technology, visitors will be able to look up each 
person’s name with their smartphone to access 
their location on the wall along with a biographical 
narrative and photographs. No other memorial 
offers such personal tributes.

Centerpiece Competition 
To develop the centerpiece, a formal competition has been established 
inviting local, national and international artists to submit innovative and 
inspired concepts. The central sculpture competition will be curated by local 
community artists and judged by a group of prominent jurors. The selected 
artist will be awarded the contract to design and oversee construction  
of the centerpiece.



Holocaust
Education Center at the  
Teaneck Public Library

The Education Center will serve as a hub throughout the region by creating and 
coordinating Holocaust programs with local public and private schools, as well as 
the general public. Programming will include traveling exhibits and curriculum that 
will teach the important lessons of the Holocaust to young and old alike. 

The Education Center, located within and in partnership 
with the adjacent Teaneck Public Library, will house the 
following resources:

• Multimedia technologies and discussion 
• Virtual reality technology
• Testimony databases
• Artifacts

The library’s auditorium will be used for events, lectures, workshops,  
professional development opportunities and discussion groups.

Estimated Costs

Memorial Centerpiece: Design,  
Fabrication and Installation

$300,000

Memorial Pre-Planning, Design 
and Overall Holocaust  
Memorial Construction

$1,350,000

Holocaust Memorial Interactive 
Interpretation, and Technology

$250,000

Programming (Curriculum, 
Exhibitions, Staffing), Joint 
Programming with Enslaved 
African Memorial Committee 
and Teaneck Public Library*

$500,000

Marketing and Communication* $50,000

Sub-Total $2,450,000

Reserves & Endowment $2,000,000

Total $4,450,000

 HOW YOU CAN To express your philanthropic support for 
 SUPPORT US this important initiative please contact us

 PHONE 201-771-6980
 EMAIL info@nnjholocaustmemorial.org

* indicates expenses over five years



Officers
Stephen D. Fox, Co-Chair
Bruce Prince, Co-Chair
Dr. Dennis Klein, Education Chair
David Fox, Treasurer
Alan Hantman, FAIA, Architect
Sheryl Intrator Urman, Curator
Chani Jaskoll, Curator

Committee Members
Sarah Barber, Debbie Stern-Blumenthal, Fran Ebel,  
Leah Escott, Tzvi Fishman, Rochelle Goldschmiedt,  
Shelly Goldstein, Susan Gordon, Felicia Grossman,  
Rosalyn Hantman, Moshe Kinderlehrer, Phil Klein,  
Johnny Krug, Eillene Leistner, Barbara Rotenberg,  
Jim Schwartz, Yetta Selengut, P’nina Seplowitz, Yitz Stern, 
Felice Z. Stokes and Marie Warnke

Communal Leadership
Rabbi Dr. David J. Fine, Pres. North Jersey Board of Rabbis
Rabbi Zev Goldberg, Pres. Rabbinical Council of Bergen Co.
 
Political Leadership
Loretta Weinberg, New Jersey State Senator
Gordon Johnson, New Jersey State Assemblyman
Mayor Jim Dunleavy, Teaneck
Mohammed Hameedudin, Former Mayor of Teaneck
Mayor Michael Wildes, Englewood
William Broughton, Former Teaneck Township Manager
Dean Kaczinci, Teaneck Township Manager

As the son of a  

Holocaust survivor who 

escaped the Warsaw Ghetto 

and became a Partisan 

during the last two years of 

the war, I believe it is our 

obligation to teach future 

generations about the 

lessons of the Shoah. 

I invite you to join Bruce 

Prince and me and  

our dedicated leadership  

in supporting this  

important project. 

STEVE FOX, Co-Chair
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Rabbi Ilan Acoca
Rabbi Yossi Adler
Rabbi Shalom Baum
Rabbi Steven Bayar
Rabbi Neal I. Borovitz
Rabbi Tanchum Cohen
Rabbi Daniel Fridman
Rabbi Gerald Friedman
Rabbi Menachem Genack
Rabbi Nathaniel Helfgot

Rabbi David Seth Kirshner
Rabbi Loren Monosov
Rabbi Yaakov Neuburger
Rabbi Joel Pitkowsky
Rabbi Chaim Poupko 
Rabbi Joseph H. Prouser
Rabbi Steven Pruzansky
Rabbi Zev Reichman
Rabbi Ronald S. Roth

Rabbi Larry Rothwachs
Rabbi Jacob J Schacter
Rabbi Jennifer Schlosberg
Rabbi Kenny Schiowitz
Rabbi Steven Sirbu
Rabbi Michael Taubes
Rabbi Steven Weil
Rabbi Moshe Tzvi Weinberg
Rabbi Ezra Weiner

Rabbinical Leadership



 HOW YOU CAN To express your philanthropic 
 SUPPORT US support for this important initiative   
  please contact us

 PHONE 201-771-6980
 EMAIL info@nnjholocaustmemorial.org
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SUPPORTED BY

A project of the Jewish Community Council of Greater Teaneck, a 501(c)(3) organization.



ELI WIESEL

Giving to the 
Memorial and 
Educational 
Programming

The Holocaust Memorial Committee appreciates 

the many supporters throughout our journey who 

have helped us get to this point, and we invite 

you to support our campaign to design and build 

the memorial, develop educational programming, 

establish a strong operational infrastructure, and 

conduct education and outreach. 

Programming, education and outreach include 

developing cooperative programs in collaboration 

with many national organizations including, but not 

limited to, the United States Holocaust Museum, 

historical societies, educational institutions, and 

other appropriate entities and organizations.

 HOW YOU CAN To express your philanthropic 
 SUPPORT US support for this important initiative   
  please contact us

 PHONE 201-771-6980
 EMAIL info@nnjholocaustmemorial.org

It is neither the primary 

obligation nor should it be 

the intent of the professor 

to provide answers”; rather, 

the subject of the Holocaust 

“demands instead. . . the 

discovery of the proper 

questions.



 HOW YOU CAN To express your philanthropic 
 SUPPORT US support for this important initiative   
  please contact us

 PHONE 201-771-6980
 EMAIL info@nnjholocaustmemorial.org

NAMING 
OPPORTUNITIES

Holocaust Memorial Garden $1,000,000

Holocaust Memorial Centerpiece  
6 base segments available   $250,000 each

Reading Rail Bench  
6 available   $100,000 each

Marble Entry Pillars 
24 positions available  $50,000 each

Individual Recognition Plaque on Hedges  
50 available  $10,000 each

Name Listing on Communal  
Recognition Plaque $1,000 - $10,000 each

Name Recognition on HMEC website  < $1,000 

Local Holocaust 

memorials and education 

programs, such as the one 

proposed in Northern New 

Jersey are very important. 

They represent not only 

visible tools to teach the 

lessons of the Holocaust, 

but the education 

programs planned will lead 

to greater understanding. 

This is an admirable 

project coming at a  

time of increased 

Antisemitism in the United 

States where it is more 

necessary than ever.

ROBERT KRAFT
Owner, New England Patriots; 

founder, Foundation to  
Combat Antisemitism



Total 5-Year Annual Monthly Daily

$ 250,000 $ 50,000 $ 4167 $ 137

$ 100,000 $ 20,000 $ 1,667 $ 55

$ 72,000 $14,400 $ 1,200 $ 39

$ 54,000 $ 10,800 $ 900 $ 30

$ 36,000 $ 7,200 $ 600 $ 20

$ 27,000 $ 5,400 $ 450 $ 15

$ 18,000 $ 3,600 $ 300 $ 10

$ 10,000 $ 2,000 $ 167 $ 5

$ 7,200 $ 1,440 $ 120 $ 4

$ 3,600 $ 720 $ 60 $ 2

$ 1,800 $ 360 $ 30 $ 1

BREAKDOWN OF GIVING


